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Ski-mountaineering in the Tien Shan

T he Tien Shan mountains of Kyrgyzstan sweep west in an arc from
their highest peaks, Khan Tengri and Pobeda, along the border with

China. Lying to the south of Lake Ysyk-kol is the Ak-Shirak range, identified
as a potential ski-mountaineering area as long ago as 1998 by Chris Watkins,
an Eagle Ski Club member. In April 2003, I was part of an ESC expedition
that attempted to traverse the range but access to the Kara-Say valley by
road proved impossible owing to avalanches that had blocked the 4000m
Suek pass. The expedition then turned to explore the western flanks of the
range from the north, eventually reaching the Kara-Say valley via the Ak
Bel pass but without any hope of penetrating the range further than the
snout of the Kara-Say glacier. However, the feasibility of traversing the range
by that approach and the potential for ski-mountaineering were confirmed.

In 2006 I led a team of AC and ESC members on another attempt, this
time in May so that the Suek pass would be passable: it was, just.
Unfortunately the driver then managed to get our vehicle well and truly
stuck in thawing ice at a river crossing below the pass. The five-hour delay
meant that we were dropped off at 9pm at the Kara-Say river bridge instead
of an expected 10-ISkm up the valley. In pitch darkness we were in no
position to argue.

By daylight the level gravels of the river flood plain stretched far away
from us to where distant peaks shone whitely. Skis and sledges lay forlorn
by the roadside. The drivers had assured us that no vehicle track led up the
Kara-Say valley. We were looking at one now. There was no option but to
break camp and follow it.

Headaches brought on by a height gain of 2000m in 12 hours of driving
were compounded by the need to make double carries of all our kit. The
patient and strong, led by Lizzy Hawker, preferred it on their backs, whilst
the rest of us towed lightly loaded pulks along one or the other of twin
gravel tyre tracks. The first day ended at a roaring tributary torrent, only
crossable barefoot when the night freeze had reduced the flow next morning:
an absolutely perishing triple wade! The next day we lunched by a derelict
building, evidence of another abandoned Soviet enterprise, and recognized
by Mike from his 2003 sortie. By evening we were camped on a level shelf
above frozen river ice that would finally support our weight and was not
under water.
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39. Kara-Say valley. Anna Seale crosses the meltwater torrent on the ebb.
(Mike Sharp)

The towed pulks had already sustained some runner damage but as we
slid out onto snow-dusted ice our spirits rose, at first. The ice was at least a
metre thick in places but elsewhere gravel banks had reduced its depth to
nothing at all. The river could drain through this gravel so there were
stretches where fingers of ice reached into gravel shallows, then disappeared
in the glacial outwash. Depending upon the size of these stony wastes,
either we carried skis and rucksacks over them, then came back in pairs to
carry loaded pulks, or repacked for yet another double-carry. It was tough
going.

During the second day on the river our way was blocked by a steep
moraine ridge across which we had to carry the pulks to reach a series of
frozen glacial lakes linked by meltwater and ice channels. With only two
incidents of ice collapse and some impromptu ski-wading, we reached the
snout of the Kara-Say glacier and camped high and dry on a moraine bank.
This must have been somewhere near the camp made by John Turk in
July 2000.



40. Camp Day 3 in the stony waste of the river valley nearing the junction of
two glacial valleys ahead. (John Goodwin)

41. Heading up the left fork to the Kara-Say glacier. (Mike Sharp)
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The glacier ahead looked complex so we decided to carry half loads on a
scouting mission. It was overcast as we set out and the flat light meant that
we stumbled on the brink of taking 5-10m falls off unseen edges of ice
cliffs. There were several false trails and it was a slow business finding a
way through. Finally we reached about 4200m and cached our loads. A
correlation of map and GPS data revealed that the glacier had retreated
2km since 1972 so spot heights and contours were going to be dubious
owing to volume shrinkage. Skiing back to camp in improving visibility
allowed us to straighten out our route and place wands at waypoints.

The evocative name of the Mer de Glace resonates with all who ski it,
but this sea of ice had more and bigger waves than any of us had seen
anywhere from Alaska to Antarctica. Navigating successfully to a high
camp, we found ourselves above the waves on a shelving glacier giving
access to the peaks to the north. At 4200m, this 'climbing camp' lay on the
flank of an icefall sheltered in the crook of a ridge coming down from
Kyrgyzia. At 4954m, Kyrgyzia is the highest peak in the north-west half of
the range and its ascent was one of our main objectives.

Two days passed making a first ascent of Pik Chasovoi 4765m (Sentinel)
in near whiteout conditions, then scouting the route to Kyrgyzia Pass in a
bitter wind that was tearing huge streamers of spindrift off the summit ridges.
The south-west face of Kyrgyzia looked to be as climbable as I had judged
it to be on seeing it from a distant peak in 2003. Our ski descent to camp
was so good that Alastair Cairns and I went back up to ski a steep line
between seracs and the bounding rock wall of the ridge.

That night temperatures dropped to -180 in the tents and next morning
we reclimbed the route to the pass under a hard blue sky. We skinned into
a snow bay between the west ridge and the south spur of Kyrgyzia, then up
the flank of the south spur. Emerging onto the spur it still looked skinnable
but a warning 'whump' vibrated under my skis giving notice that the snow
was not as stable as it appeared. Leaving our skis, we cramponed directly
up the spur to the corniced summit. GPS readings gave the height as 4954m
and there were panoramic views of the rest of the range. Carefully
descending the summit slopes, we skied one by one exactly down the track
back to the snow bowl, then enjoyed another lovely ski back to camp.

Alastair's precious drams of whisky went straight to our heads via stomachs
that were only too used to short rations, our celebratory laughter comple
menting those moments of stillness, savouring the privilege of this empty
snowscape. There was something hugely satisfying about being the only
people in these mountains, climbing peaks no-one had climbed before, skiing
slopes no-one had skied before, with good snow, magnificent alpine scenery
and acres of unclimbed peaks still to harvest.

Next day, following the route we'd taken to Pik Chasovoi, we continued
north towards its further neighbour, climbing up onto a broad ridge that
be~ame a glacier shelf dropping from the east face of our chosen peak.
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There was a broad col at the base of the corniced north-east ridge that fell
precipitously away to the north-west, but between the north-east and a north
north-east ridge rose a narrow face. Steep and icy enough for harscheisen,
it was nonetheless skinnable until the two ridges drew together and there
was no longer room to zigzag. Most of the party had left skis at the col,
choosing to follow the north-east ridge on foot to the right of the cornice
break line, the whole team being reunited at the point where the ridges
joined. Avoiding the cornice, we were forced to crampon onto the upper
edge of the steep and exposed north face to reach an airy summit. Pik
Karga (483Im) was named after the ravens that shadowed our ascent.

Having skied from the col down the broad ridge and with time in hand,
we were tempted by a handsome summit to the east that we christened
Point Anna after one of the team. A straightforward climb up snow slopes
took us to the bergschrund, where we left our skis and above which a short
ice slope led to a pointed rocky top at 4658m. It provided a superb viewpoint
high above the main glacier that continued deeply convoluted, a dunescape
of snow. We retraced our line of ascent back to camp, enjoying some better
skiing than our formation snowplough effort on the descent from Chasavoi.
It had been a fine day.

With uninspiring weather, we broke camp next morning and moved to
the head of our exit pass at 4500m. The skies cleared by midday and the
latter part of the journey was so baking hot that we had little appetite for
doing more than get the tents up when we arrived, though the view beyond
the pass was absolutely stunning.

The glacier bay to the west of the pass gave access to two more peaks.
Next day, skirting the steep north face of 'Pt 4865.9', with its tottering
seracs, we gained the col between the two peaks and Derek Buckle found a
good line up its steepening north ridge. On the way we were surprised to
find tracks that could only have been those of a hare. It seemed to have
traversed from one ridge to the other without quite taking in the 4876m
summit. It had to be Hare Peak or Pik Koyon in Kyrgyz. Returning to the
col, I led off up the south ridge of the other peak that rose in a series of ice
bowls to a fine narrow summit ridge. Hunched brooding above the opencast
goldmine far below, and given that we were ESC members, it was named
Eagles Peak. An occasional faint boom was accompanied by a puff of yellow
smoke from the mine workings, the blasting reminding us of another world
shaping the landscape far below.

Next day, our final summit lay east of the camp. It was climbed in flurries
of snow, first to an easy snow dome, then when it looked as though a nearby
rock pinnacle could be higher, out along a mixed ridge to that summit.
Derek led the way, scrambling along granite blocks to a kind of turret with
twin cannons pointing at the sky. We took turns bridging up between these
rocks to a precarious summit. A wrangling banter developed between Derek
and Alastair over which top was highest, so I diplomatically christened it
Snow Cannon 4720m (at both summits!).



42. Lizzy Hawker gaining the summit of Pik Karga. (John Goodwin)

43. Dave Wynne-Jones on the summit of Pik Koyon. Behind are Pik Kyrgyzia
(left) and Pik Karga (right). (Mike Sharp)
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We had now been on the traverse for 15 days and it was time to ski out.
The unknown glacier system over the pass proved kind to us in providing
an easy descent for laden pulks as we glided through stunning scenery to
reach the Petrov glacier. Encountering isothermic snow, we roped up,
stepping and poling out of trouble to a lunch stop on a medial moraine.

We continued on crusty ice running with meltwater streamlets to the
steepening snout of the Petrov glacier. There we were fortunate to find a
long ramp that led to just a 2-3 metre near-vertical step down to the snowy
banks of a glacial stream. Passing down rucksacks and lowering pulks from
an ice screw, the team worked like a well-oiled machine as we climbed
down in crampons to gain the moraine. The stream bed led to a beach of
fine outwash on the shores of Lake Petrov where we camped. We reckoned
we could make it to the transport rendezvous next day so used the satellite
'phone to call in Top-Asia a day early. Our journey was nearly over.

But there was a sting in its tail.
The lake ice would not bear our weight so we were forced to strap skis to

our rucksacks and drag our pulks along increasingly chaotic moraine banks.
It was a nightmarish effort. When we reached the pumping station, the
Kyrgyz workers were impressed enough with our travail to supply us with
strong sweet tea.

The Kumtor goldmine ensures that there is good access to this side of the
range but dragging the pulks along gravel roads soon removed what was
left of the runners. Fortunately Mike Sharp was offered a lift by a passing
truck. He managed to contact the mine security force and had no trouble
persuading them to escort us off-site in their vehicles. We must have looked
pretty wasted as they also donated a pile of sandwich rolls: all meat, to the
disgust of the veggies! After a final night camping at the ruined Meteor
ological Station rendezvous we were picked up by a delighted Rimma, our
liaison person, in a 4WD truck.

Safely back in Bishkek despite a clutch breakdown, we sampled the luxury
of our modern hotel's swimming pool in temperatures of more than 30°
and, like true monomaniacs, spent our contingency day exploring some of
the Kyrgyz range with a visit to the Ala Archa gorge.

On returning to the world of mass communications I was hit by a hammer
blow, learning of the death of a good friend, Tomas Olsson, whose abseil
anchors had failed during an attempt to ski the Norton Couloir on Everest.
I think he and I had both had misgivings about the commercial pressures
surrounding his attempt, and it is thanks to financial support from the ESC,
MEF and BMC that this expedition did not suffer from such pressures.

My thanks also to Derek Buckle, Alastair Cairns, John Goodwin, Lizzy
Hawker, Anna Seale and Mike Sharp, for all the fun, good company, and
teamwork: an interesting mix of age, experience and youthful enthusiasm.

Summary: A traverse of the Ak-Shirak range from south to north with first
ascents of seven peaks exceeding 4600m. 29 April to 21 May 2006.
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